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ABSTRACT

The sources of poss ib le cont r ibu t ions t o the magnetic anisotropy for

a p t i r of o r b i t a l l y non-degenerate magnetic iocs are i n v e s t i g a t e d . The problem

being formulated with the help of the operator form of pe r tu rba t ion theory

and irreducible tensor operators.

Apart from the usual dipole-dipole efleetive interaction, mainly
induced by the electronic spin-spin dipole coupling corrected by covalenoy,
other mechanisms mediated by the spin-orbit coupling appear. TheBe are a
consequence of an appropriate description of the spin-orbit operators for a
system which allows for delocalization of the magnetic electrons.

A process similar to that knovn as pseudodipclar appears from
contributions in which Bpin orbit combined with the Coulomb repulsion and
with one-electron interactions- (acting analogously ab for the "kinetic
exchange") produce compensating effects in third siid fourth order,
respectively. hewever, this effect does not appear to be describable
in terms of the phenoaenoxogical exchange t/ > as is usually asBumed.
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I. INTBODUCTIOH

When two magnetic ions axe located closely in a diamagnetic lattice, a

mutual interaction between them becomes effective. This interaction is

usually described in terms of effective spin operators and is known under

the generic name of"excnange interaction". IT both effective spins are

3 = s a i. tthe general form for the Hamiltonian describing the interaction
3. c c

. I (a)

with {J. components of a second rank tensor acting as phenomenological

parameters representing the strength of the coupling. Eq.(a) is usually

separated into antisymmetric, M = -z Q., - "$,•), and symmetric.

K,, = •=- (JJ + £f . ) , parts, respectively. From the symmetric part,

isotropic, 3 , and anisotropie, k.. , terms are obtained

The interaction is generally dominated by the isotropic exchange,

although large anisotropie contributions can occur, particularly when strong

spin-orbit effects are present, and consequently the orbital angular momentum

of the individual ions is not quenched by the crystal field

More complicated exchange operators than that of Eq.(a) can occur

when S # ~. and S. j- — as well as for the case where the electronic states
a 2 b 2 j j

of the ions are orbitally degenerate

7or ions with spatially non-degenerate ground states and weak spin-

orbit coupling, the angular momentum is completely quenched in first order

and the small anisotropie exchange contributions are generally attributed

to the dipolar coupling between the effective magnetic moments of both ions.

This is usually the case for transition metal impurities of the iron group

with spatially non-degenerate ground states located in high symmetry sites of

cubic lattices . In these cases the discrepancies between experimental

values and theoretical estimates of the magnetic anisotropy, based on the

point dipole-dipole interaction,are explained as being due to

covaleney and also to contributions of a pseudoiipolar interaction mediated
S) 9)

by the spin-orbit coupling and the isotropic exchange ' in a third-order

mechanism.
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In this paper we want to re-examine the mechanisms which can give

rise to an anisotropie coupling, including covalency in a systematic way.

We shall be using the basic interactions, such as spin-spin, spin-orbit,

spin-other orbits rather than starting with effective interactions 1 1 ' * 1 2 '

which are already the result of a projection process within a given subset of

many electron states of ions composing the pair. This is

important, especially when considering that these processes are taking place

in a crystal where delocalization of the electrons over the Uganda, as veil

as the crystalline symmetry of the"system> do not allow for a description

which is appropriate only for spherical symmetry. The role which is played

by the ligands in determining the isotropic exchange through the diverse super-

exchange mechanisms is well established. Consequently, i t seems necessary

to see to what extent they could also contribute to the magnetic anisotropy.

Particularly contributions coming from the spin-orbit coupling, where the

ligands can contribute * and where the presence of two electron

operators whose effects are non-reducible to those of the one-electron

part will be examined within the context of ttmt snisotropv.
16}

Spectroscopic techniques such as far infra-red

have been used to study the properties of exchange coupled pairs

and paramagnetic
17}.

resonance

of ions in crystals. In a situation where the isotropic exchange is large

and dominates the coupling, EPE techniques are more suitable for measurements

of the small anisotropies.The isotropie coupling, responsible for the splitting

of the energy levels characterized by the value of the total spin S , can

only be determined indirectly by ESE through the temperature variation of the

line intensities . The anisotropy will be reflected in the appropriate

spin Hamiltonian through terms of the form D[3S - S(S+l)]

2 2
and E(S - B. ). These include both crystalline and magnetic anisotropies,

3t y

but in some cases the former can be eliminated by performing the experiments

in states of S , where the crystalline effect cancels exactly. An example
o IS),19)

of this being the state S ~ 2 for S = S = *• . . W e shall consider

individual ions with orbitally non-degenerate ground states, but the theory

can easily be extended to include spatial degeneracy. '

The method we are going to use to construct the spin Hamiltonian is
20)

that proposed by Stevens to study isotropic exchange in insulators. ThiB

will be formulated here in terms of the operator form of degenerate perturbation
21) £2)

theory and irreducible tensor operators . IThis technique produces
23)

the same results as that of Caola , but it has some advantages in that

terms including higher powers in spin operators as well as the symmetry

requirements can readily be incorporated.

-3-



Aa appendix has been added with some of the formulae concerning

the relations between representations of the spin Hamiltonian in terms of

nixed and uncoupled tensor operators, including those for the projection

onto given states of total spin S .

Throughout this paper all exchange effects which could be induced by
ft)

lattice vibrations have been ignored.

I I . BASIC FOHMALISM

Consider the case of two magnetic ions in the l a t t i ce ; both in spatially
non—degenerate states. This manifold for the pair can therefore be
characterized by the spins Sfi , EL and their projections M of the

individial ions as

(1)

Here I" specify the one-dimensional irreducible representation for the
spatial part of the states which ve shall eliminate for simplicity.

If |S M > and IS- 'O represent the ground state of ions A and
B in each la t t ice s i t e , constructed from 6 given occupancy scheme (configuration)
of the one-electron Wannier states around a and ' , |3K ,SK. y v i l l
characterize a many-electron state which is completely antisymmetric with
respect to the interchange of any two electrons. I t v i l l have the form of
an enlarged determinant (or,more generally, a linear combination of

determinants) obtained with the same occupation scheme of the one-electron
states of a and b required to form ls

a
M

a^> • 1 s>)
Ii

b]> • This w i l l s1 8 0

include the electrons of the closed shells for a l l the magnetic and
dianagnetio ligand ions. The full Hamiltonian of the system is takeu as

V\ = +<T ^ + ? r + ?r (2)

with

(3a)

-U-

(3b)

(3t)

(3d)

(3e)

with 6 - ? ? - and
yjnc (r± - Kft) x , According to the different

occupying the complete Bet of one-electron etatea, another set of
p.any-electron states ¥ can be constructed, similarly to that described
for the ground state. . •

An unperturbed Hamiltonian "jC^ is defined as

so that a perturbation XV is given by

= i-t • 15)

Since we vant to construct effective operators vithin the (2S& + l) * (.2S. + 1

manifold, we must use some appropriate device to take into account the

presence of excited states. The operator form of degenerate perturbation

theory can be used for that purpose. If P and P represent the

projection operators within the ground and excited manifolds, respectively,

an effective operator within the subspace of P- up to third order in X

is given by

VfcV
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•with

and

**»l

(7)

under the assumption

(.8)

for all m 'belonging to P and £ P ,

Eqs.(T) and (8) take into account the fact that the total degeneracy

of P Q is not necessarily d = (2S& + l) (2Sb + l),but small splittings

induced by iC could be present. In a general case the matrix represented

by Eq.(6) is an equivalent operator within the ground manifold and it is

a separate exercise to diagonalize it.

In "the case under consideration,

(9)

- 6 -

Since jC is an equivalent operator within P , only the transformation
properties of the states JS U ,\K^ in aa abstract spin space are Iniportantj
and froa the point of view of their teneorial properties the many-particle
nature of the states,,witb which they are associated, are only relevant in the
calculations of the matrix elements of Eg.. (6).

So ve can vri te the equivalent Jeff

(10)

with

VI - ^ i - ..t

CiD

pair.

Eq..{.ll) is then the basis for constructing the spin Xamiltonibn for the

Indeed a more familiar form can be obtained using the fact that

vhere 0 (S ) (or b) are the operators defined by Smith and Thornley
*a a

Replacing Eq.{12) in Eq.(lO) gives

(12)

2k)

'- L HVt ^> «< (13)

or, equivalently, by coupling 0 a (S^) 0 (S^) into a mixed tensor

operator X . * , ,

-7-
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Explicit expressions for A 6

Vb
can be found in the appendix.

and in terms of A'(M M ,M'H£)

Eq.(l4) is very convenient, for i t contains al l the information atiout

the transformation properties of the Hamlltonlan under the symmetry operations

of the pair system In the crystal. Thus

o
correspond to the isotrcpic and antisymmetric exchange, respectively. The

crystalline field terms for the individual ions are given by
ka(ka,o)

X . Similarly, magnetic field or nuclear spin-dependent terms

could be included If Zeeman or hyperfine interactions vere added to Eq.(2).

The anisotropic exchange is represented by terms A , where the

values allowed for q , among the five possibilities, will depend on the
25)-£7) 1

symmetry . For S^S^ > ~, higher values for K, ka, k^ can also
appear, provided that the time reversal requirement, k + 1L = even number,

Is satisfied. For pairs without inversion invariance,odd values of K are
28)

also allowed

The operator Xjjj is characterized by the components S S

and consequently the mechanisms which can contribute to this term can be

analysed by studying the different wayB in which, through different orders,

we can pass from an initial state schematically represented by

<4-
-8-

to a final situation such as

44--f>

a and b are the magnetic ions and f represents all those states of the

crystal which are filled (doubly occupied) in the ground state of the

insulator .

III. COHTKEBUTING PPOCESSES

a) First order

The only term of 'it vhich can reverse the spins of two electrons at

the same time is that of Eq.(3e). This produces a contribution to

(15)

Of course, there will also be many other contributions to A1 , but none of

them will be able to produce a contribution to A when the appropriate

weighted sums over H ^ M ^ of Eqs.(A.l) and (A.2) of the Appendix are performed.

Labelling by a and b the Wannier states corresponding to the
pu tT

open shell orbitals of sites a and b, respectively, it is now convenient

to introduce a second quantization formalism to systematize the study of the

contributing processes. If a (a) and b (b) are the creation (annihilation)

operators associated with the Wannier states, the part of g s s which vill be

effective in connecting the states of both ions is given by

fl ,«* W
(16)



Since g is a tvo-electroc operator, a direct as veil as an exchange integral

vtl i appear. Typically, tor Eq.{i6), these will be of the form:

(17)

with

r£ Wco

The spat l&I and s p i n p a r t s o f t h e i n t e g r a l s can be s e p a r a t e d by v r i t i n ^ g ( l , 2 )

in tensor operator form - Applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem to the

(IB)

vith

Expanding the Wacnier states into linear combinations cf atomic orbitals,

that the covalenoy is snail sr.rijgii to retair. anly first neighbc-irs and

for a structure of tne pair-ligand system such as that of Fig.1

•20)

whare c ' s are t i e molacular c:

Assuming that tht overlap charges can be neglected and that all
centre integrals can be reduced to that 'betveen point chargeE r •+ R
we arrive at

l
Uib)

(21b)

(21*)

(aw)

(21e)

(21f>

u: (21g)

•V

(21U)

V'

(211)

T- • if" ^ T - •"cupe



Eq3.(ila), (21b-«) and (2U—hi represent the metal-metal, metal-ligand and
18)

ligand-ligand contributions, respectively, as defined by Smith and Owen
Eq.(21i) represents an atomic one-centre integral, corresponding to orbitals

of the soared ligand Ln (Eqs.(2l) can also be used for an "exchange path"

occurring through a non-collinear a-L^-b system.)

Under the same set of assumptions, the exchange atomic integral in
L- , which can reduce the contribution given by (21i) is given by

For a .structure auch as that of Fig.l with (001) as the axis of the
pair , the anisotropy is reduced to the more familiar expression

(2 3)

Here F- includes VT the covalency, geometrical and one-centre integrals

contained in Eqs.(21) and (22). In general, for another situation of the

pair system,

F will contain a l l the oovalency factors for those Wannier states of a
and b which are occupied in that case.

Physically, Eqs.(23) and (2^0 correspond to the dipole-dipole inter-

actions of two "distributed" magnetic moments of total magnitude 2g each,

instead of thosecommonly written as gB . This is because, as we shall see

la ter , to obtain AgB terms, higher order corrections are required in the

present perturbation treatment.

-12-

b) Second order

i) Excited states

In order to proceed with a second-order calculation,it is necessary

to specify the intermediate excited states. We shall assume that these states

of our system eanbe described very approximately according to the electronic

excitations which are needed to generate them from states belonging to the

ground manifold. We shall exclude the possibility of excited states in which

linear combinations of one, tvo or more excitations can occur. This only

implies that we are defining our unperturbed Hsmiltonian in a more complete

form.

Therefore, if ¥„ represents one of the states within P , the

operator n u connects this state with

of
and because'the way we have selected to construct the excited states, there

will be one and only one excited state per type of operator of V t ,

which will he connected to the ground state. In the present case,

<C ̂ Q ^ I *C 19 > i from all the operators of 3£,only those containing u n or

n U T) can contribute (a = y y) •

P = 1 , in each case we can replace- theThis is typical, and since En

corresponding ?„ by I P = 1 , so that su effective operator in second

quantized form,of the type included in Eq.(l£), will be obtained.

ii) Processes

Consider as an example the contributions of h : h second-order
so so

p-oeesses. Since h is a linearly spin-dependent one-particle operator,
so

to go from the initial to the final state requires the reversing of. one spin

at each stage. The intermediate states are schematized as shown In Tig.2.

g will also contribute to this process . The net effect can be analysed

and

W^4

by redefining l!= and g appropriately, so that

* • i••t>o

where g is only a two-electron operator and h includes h and the
°so *- * so so

pssudo-one-particle field provided by the remaining electrons through e_ •

-13-



1 If 5
Misetich and Buch

be represented very approximately by

have shovn that the effects of h can

(25)

c is summed over all atomic sites of tte crystal. Due to the localization of

the Wannler states, contributions from only a fev centres vill be important.

The net second order h : h on the anisotropic parameter is given
so so

(26)

Since P is unique, because of our electron for the states ¥

"6
replacing FJJ by VP = 1 ana re-ordering Eq..(26] we end up vith (apart

from terms not contributing to the anisotropy]

v \ ̂

vhere

C£T)

for a and b equivalents. A . = A. is the "energy difference"
a -*- D o •*• a

calculated with iC, , between the ground and excited state obtained by

promoting one electron from atob (or vice versa).
Other second-order contributions involving intermediate states obtained

by promoting electrons from the filled f states into orbitals of either a

or b , or even into states e , which were empty in the ground state, are

given in Fig.3.

Tor ions with more than one electron in the open shell, there will

also be excitations involving promotions of two electrons (see Fig.lt). In

-1U-

this case only gfi could contribute, neglecting the processes of

Fig.lt, total contributions from h

0 I (ai.ff'T') will ie given by

; g ,g : h and R -: £ —tos o so so so °ao BO

for a and b equivalent ions. Otherwise, similar tennB involving A.

and i f ̂  ̂  should be included explicitly and the factors of two in Eq.. (2 8)

suppressed. In evaluating f^f^ and e e* = 1 - e % in Do,. (28) the expectation

values within the ground tnanifold have been taken as 1 and 0, respectively.

In addition to these there will also be other contributions produced by

8 0 4 gSS : «SS
gss : gss ' v e hflVe' t h a t

^so : ess Bt l<i sss : so W^H contribute to the first-order terms through

corrections given by Itg A . We shell ignore the detailed structure of

these effects,which can be obtained by lengjhy;algebra,and assume that the

replacement

in Eq..(2it) has been oade. In order to estimate therTelative importance of

some of these second-order processes, let us-take t h i t n w of h :' h

as an example.

-15—



Using Eqs.(20] and (25) and retaining only one-site integrals, we

obtain

V( -J
essentially aepencts on the spin-orbit parameter £ of the shared

ligand, the transferred charge from a ana b to LQ through the |C?:5
and | Cn+1 and the energy involved iti the transfer A , . Some small
contributions from the spin-orbit parameter of the magnetic ions could also appear
tiere i f the atomic functions (p and (p overlap, a possibility which ne have
neglected in constructing Eq.(£0).

Concerning the contributions provided by the processes of Eq.(£8),
i t is difficult to say how important they could be. On the grounds of the
one-site approximation and using the LCAO states of ~£q. (20), one would expect
that excitations of small-energy denominator and large matrix element of hg

would be those which correspond to taking e^ or f as empty or filled
Wannier states around either of the two magnetic ions.

The two-electron integrals which correspond to an interelectronic
correlation effect in the spin-orbit coupling will he doninated by one-centre
(in the Shared ligand L-) plus two-centre terms. The one-site integral is to be
evaluated within a single shell of atomic orbitais of L , which, as one

2S)
0

would expect from atomic theory , would produce small contributions. The
two-centre integrals will depend on quantities such as cp ve <p V¥ orj, (, Ta ~a T o Tfc
<p0LV(p0L , which for these atomic orbitais can also be ssall Quantities.

Another possibility is excitations in which e and f are states
around Lg (charge transfer excitations). These will require matrix elements
Of h as those of Eq.(29).while for £ c the matrix elements will show the
same features as described above. One would expect that this kind of excitations
will originate the dominant contributions for B : g

so so

From thip discussion one sees that it is difficult to visualize whether

there will be a single dominant contribution in second order or the net result

will come froa several quantities involving interelectronic correlation

effects due to gg .

-16-

c) Third order

In third order, combined contributions from spin-dependent and

independent operators can occur. Some of the processes which couia be

considered important are given in Fig,5, whose contributions to 3" (OT'TT1

are given by f t

I

and y
(30b)

Sg.. C30a) represents processes known as pseudodipolar effects. These
contributions are usually estimated using XL-S as the spin orbit interaction
(valid only in spherical symmetry) and the matrix element for 1/r is
replaced tiy £j (the appropriate phenomenological exchange for the ground
manifold).

The process of (30b) can be discussed on the same grounds as we have
done for processes involving g" in second order.

d) Fourth order

Important contributions to the "pseudodipolar" term could appear in
this order, involving the one-electron operators h ana h , the first
through the transfer integrals <a[h|e(b)> (and < 0 |S | e (a )> ) and including
matrix elements <a|afS|e(a)> and <ai£s-|e<T>)> for the second. Here

(31)

—IT—



Essentially two kinds of perturbation sequence vill appear repeatedly;

and

The first type of contribution resembles that produced by the "kinetic exchange"

in second order for the exchange interaction , The second contains

a similar ingredient but with a contribution of the spin-orbit coupling due

to its "transfer" effects which occur through the intemediate ligand

L Q , as in Eg.. (29).

IV. COHCLUDIHG REMARKS

Throughout this paper we have considered mechanisms which provide

sources of contributions to the anisotropic exchange for ion pairs in

insulators.

Considering the spreading of the one-electron states described in

terms of Wannier functions formed as linear combinations of atomic orbitals

vitta the appropriate symmetry for the system under consideration, several

contributions which, to our Xncwledge,have been ignored in the past, can

occur. This is the case of second and some higher order effects mediated

by the one-electron spin-ort>it coupling, which appear precisely because of the

delocaliaation of the electrons over the neighbouring ligand ions.

In first order the simplest approach of the dipole-dipole interaction

between distributed point charges, proposed by Smith and Owen (appropriately

nodified by the effects of the one-centre exchange integrals in the spin-spin

coupling) could account for sone of the discrepancies whichliave'been found

between experiments and theoretical estimates based on the classical

coupling between magnetic dipoles.

In addition, we havt found that,under these assumptions and by a proper

description of the spin-ortit coupling,other processes are also allowed.

Apart from those previously mentioned, which occur in second order, we have

seen that the "pseudodipolar",usually assumed a third-order process mediated

-18-

by the phenomenological direct exchange of the ground state, is not pji appropriate

description. In fact It is the Coulomb interaction between electron^ which

contributes to this process by coupling excited states localised around both

magnetic sites. Although a fourth-order contribution, resulting frog the one-

particle operator h ("kinetic exchange") together with the jaatrix elements quadratic

in the spin-orbit coupling,will produce compensating effects on the third-

order terms, these involve matrix elements between "excited" orbitals of the

ions. Since these excited' . states can be spread differently from those

occupied in. the ground state, it is difficult to see how the whole of the

"pseudodipolar effect" can be replaced by the phenomeaologieal exchange ^

and the spin-orbit operator adapted . to spherical symmetry. Consequently,

an order of magnitude estimate of their contributions to the anisotropy,

based on these grounds, seems to be unrealistic, numerical calculations for

the processes presented in this paper, for several arrangements of the pair

in a cubic lattice, are in progress and will he considered in a future

publication.

Finally, we must mention that processes contributing to the antisymmetric
"O fill

exchange parameter A , for a pair of non-equivalent magnetic ions can

be similarly analysed. In this case a small contribution appearB in firft order,

induced by the exchange-like integral of the two-electron Bpin-orbit

operator. In second and higher orders, processes similar to those considered

in this paper wiil also occur.
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AFPEJDIX

From Eqs.(ll) and (1EJ as defined in the text

CA.l)

and oonseiiTiently

iW, \,\> U \ WWv

ik.'d)

Because the most important interactions of J-t confute vith total spin S ,

it is convenient to introduce a coupled "basis to express matrix elements.

This can be done defining

(A.3)

I t turns out that using the coiipled bases

(A.I.)

It can be demonstrated that terms X° a

vith S - E- +

a S , for vhich kfi = *^ , co(p-ate

Consequently they are responsible (partieul^i>ly

through the Heisenberg exchange k = k. = 1) for the splitting of the

JM \ y levels in states of total S which are usually separated by

energies much larger than those due to anisotropies k f 0 .

In ESE experiments, transitions between states of M within a
gi-ven state S are induced. Therefore, i t is convenient to have an
appropriate spin Hamiltonian for each (2S + l ) manifold to describe the
experimental results.

From 'j£ f f of Ec..(llt) define

and

U.5)

(A.6}

Projecting this interaction within the manifold characterized by total

S , through Eqs.(6) and (12), gives

. I
U.T)

with 0(pl(S) a Smith and Thornley opeiator, and given by

(A.6)



(A.9)
Some other useful relations are given by

1$** tip* 4 ^ ' ^ W

(A.10)

,t )
(p + 0) « A , we can neglect the second term of Eq..U.10).If A

(p)
So, r is appproxim&ted only by the first teim of Eq.{A.10),

replacement of A , gives

ItIV

-22-
(A. 11)

For a pair of eouivalent ions along the (001) axis a typical ef/ect is the
presence of ?). in the spin HaiiLltonian. TrojE Eq, (A.10) and retaining terns

with k =
r(2) = "

0

2 , = 2, 0) for p = 2 , with
8)

o S

(A.12)

in the notation of Owen and Harris

In Eq.{A.12) the one-and two-ion anisotropies are inextricably
mixed. The could only be separated (provided higher allowed contributions
for k and k, > 1 can be neglected) by measuring I"* in two states of

2(kk°)
S having different weighting factors <(Sa3b)S||X0 ll(

is simple to check that for S = S = 3/2 and S = 2
El D

'VW

contributes to r£2)(S = 2) because <(3/2,3/E)2t|X2(£0) |j3/2,3/2)2> - 0 . £2)
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FIGURE CAPTIOHS

Fie. 1 Spa t ia l configuration of the p a i r system of ions a and b with

an octahedral arrangement of l ipauds ,L(a}

Intermediate excited s ta te obtained "by *.ransferrinp one electron

(and spin reversed) from a to b (or vice versa).

Excited s tates for mechanisms involving "8. : &1 <? -
M „ BO SSO J 6 E 0 '

Intermedicte s ta tes iovolviag changes in the s ta te of two electrons.

Two kinds of third-order processes.
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